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Abstract
A random matching environment is constructed where banks mitigate a
mismatch between the timing of investment payo¤s and when agents wish to
consume. Claims on banks may serve as media of exchange, i.e. private money.
Two problems can emerge with private money. First, there may exist welfaredominated equilibria where banks hold low-return assets. Second, private media of exchange may be subject to lemons problems. In spite of these problems,
the introduction of …at money can decrease welfare, as this displaces private
money and results in a crowding out of productive intermediation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
While most twentieth century monetary systems have evolved into arrangements
dominated by government-supplied currency, privately-issued media of exchange were
common in many countries during the 19th century and before. The success, or lack
of success, of these historical experiments with privately-issued monies is subject
to debate. For example, the Free Banking era in the United States (1837-1863)
is characterized by some as chaotic, while others (e.g. Rolnick and Weber 1983,
1984, and Rolnick, Smith, and Weber 1997) argue that the system was more or
less e¢cient.1 There is less controversy about the Canadian (early 19th century to
1935) and Scottish (early 19th century) systems of privately-issued bank notes, which
seemed to have worked well in providing a safe and widely-acceptable medium of
exchange (see White 1984, Williamson 1989, Champ, Smith and Williamson 1996).
Also, the Su¤olk System, in place in New England during the Free Banking era,
has been cited as an e¢cient monetary system with privately-issued bank notes (see
Calomiris and Kahn 1995 and Rolnick, Smith, and Weber 1997).
Recently, interest in private money systems has revived, in part due to the technological innovations which permit the issue of new forms of private money. An
example of such an innovation is the stored-value card, which is more sophisticated
than the pieces of paper issued by banks in the regimes mentioned above, as physical
objects do not need to change hands in executing a transaction. However, storedvalue cards share many of the properties of circulating bank notes, in that they are
private liabilities which permit transactions at dispersed locations.
In this paper, a random matching model of banking and monetary exchange is
constructed to study the performance of economies with privately-issued money. The
1

Private money was certainly issued in the United States prior to the Free Banking era, but I

mention the Free Banking era here because it has been studied relatively intensively.
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random matching model we study is most closely-related to the monetary search
models studied by Williamson and Wright (1994), Trejos and Wright (1995), and
Velde, Weber, and Wright (1997). Other work on private money includes Williamson
(1992), Champ, Smith and Williamson (1996), Cavalcanti and Wallace (1998), and
Cavalcanti, Erosa and Temzelides (1997).
There are two sectors in the economy, a search sector and a banking sector, and
agents are randomly allocated between these sectors in each period. Each agent
receives a random preference shock each period, and either wishes to consume or
does not, but an agent can produce consumption goods in any period (though not
for her own consumption). In the search sector there are random pairwise matchings,
and each matched pair consists of an agent who wishes to consume and one who does
not. That is, there is an absence-of-double-coincidence problem. Agents who arrive in
the banking sector can invest in two alternative technologies, one with a low funding
cost and a low future payo¤ (the bad project), and one with a high funding cost and
a high future payo¤ (the good project). It is e¢cient for these investment projects
to be intermediated by banks, due to the random mismatch between when a project
pays o¤ and when an agent wishes to consume. Claims on banks can circulate as
private money, in that an agent can arrive in the banking sector, fund an investment
project in exchange for a claim to the future returns on a bank’s portfolio, and then
exchange this claim for goods in the search sector.
We con…ne our analysis to steady states. In the model, there are two potential
problems with a private money system, i.e. a steady state where …at money is not
valued and claims on banks circulate. The …rst is a coordination failure, as in Cooper
and John (1988). In their interactions with banks and in the search sector, agents
are not able coordinate their investment activities, and due to the increasing returns
associated with diversi…cation, there is a strategic complementarity. Assuming full
information, there may exist two steady states, one where banks have only good
3

investment projects in their portfolios, and one where all banks are bad. In each
steady state, any individual prefers investing with the bank rather than investing
independently in the alternative project.
The second problem that can arise in the model constructed here is related to the
market failures of private money systems discussed by Friedman (1960). Friedman
argued that the decentralized nature of monetary exchange makes private money
peculiarly susceptible to private information frictions, which we interpret here as a
lemons problem. That is, because monetary transactions tend to be small and take
place at dispersed locations, it is very costly or impossible to verify the quality of all
private circulating claims, and this may lead, as in Akerlof (1971), to the existence
of a private money equilibrium where only low-quality claims circulate, or to the
non-existence of a private money equilibrium. In the model, if two steady states with
private money exist under full information, then with private information the bad
steady state exists, but the good steady state may not.
In spite of the above problems with private money systems, the introduction of …at
money can be harmful. That is, in any steady state where private money circulates
and …at money is valued, an increase in the quantity of …at money simply displaces
an equal quantity of private money, and decreases welfare. The decline in welfare
is due to the fact that private money supports welfare-enhancing intermediation. In
an example, I show that there are cases where steady states exist with circulating
private money when no equilibria with valued …at money exist. Further, there may
be a steady state equilibrium with valued …at money where there is no private money,
and an equilibrium with private money where …at money is not valued, and the private
money equilibrium dominates in welfare terms. Thus, private money may be a good
thing even though there are some features of the banking system (coordination failures
and lemons problems) which are typical candidate rationales for putting restrictions
on private money.
4

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the model is constructed. In Sections 3 and 4 I consider the full information and private information
versions of the model, respectively. Section 4 contains an analysis of an example, and
Section 5 is a conclusion.
2. THE MODEL
There is a continuum of agents, each having preferences given by
E0

1 µ
X
t=0

1
1+r

¶t

[µt u(ct ) ¡ °xt ];

where ct is consumption, xt is production, r > 0; ° > 0; and µt is an i.i.d. preference
shock with µt 2 f0; 1g; and Pr[µt = 1] = 21 : Assume that u(¢) is increasing and strictly

concave with u(0) = 0; u0 (0) = 1; and suppose that there exists some q^ > 0 such
that u(^
q ) ¡ ° q^ = 0:

Each period, an agent is either in the search sector, with probability ¼; or in the

banking sector, with probability 1 ¡ ¼: Preference shocks and location shocks are

i.i.d. over time and across consumers. If in the search sector, an agent is randomly
matched with an agent having the other realization for the preference shock. That
is, matches always occur such that one agent in a matched pair has µt = 1 and the
other has µt = 0; so there is an absence-of-double-coincidence problem in the search
sector. The role for a medium of exchange in this model is thus much like the role
for money in Townsend’s (1980) turnpike model.
If an agent is in the banking sector at the beginning of the period, then she has the
opportunity to fund an investment project. These investment projects are indivisible
and of two types. A good (bad) project requires an investment of °g (°b ) goods and
will ultimately yield a return of Rg (Rb ) consumption goods in the future. Assume
that °g > °b and Rg > Rb : For either type of investment project, if the project was
funded in period t then it will yield a return in period t + k; k ¸ 1; with probability
5

®; conditional on not having paid o¤ in any period t + 1; t + 2; :::; t + k ¡ 1:

Investment projects must be left behind in the banking sector, and an agent may

either invest on her own, or deposit the investment project with a bank. There are
two types of banks, with one specializing in good investment projects and the other
in bad ones.2 A bank exchanges investment projects for indivisible claims which can
be redeemed on demand at any period in the future. The payo¤ to one of these
claims, if redeemed, is a proportional share in the total return on the bank’s portfolio
in that period. That is, the bank divides the returns on its maturing investment
projects equally among those who request redemption in the current period. In order
to redeem a claim on a bank, an agent must return to the bank.
To rule out credit arrangements, I assume that agents who arrive in the banking
sector are not able to communicate with each other, though each is able to communicate with the bank. Lack of communication can be imposed by assuming sequential
service, as in Diamond-Dybvig banking models (e.g. Diamond and Dybvig 1983, Wallace 1988). The timing within the period then works as follows. Agents arrive in the
banking sector and contact the banks sequentially, with agents having bank claims
announcing whether or not they wish to redeem these claims. After all arrivals have
visited the banks, banks determine the payo¤ to redeemed claims, and the agents in
the banking sector again visit banks in sequence, this time receiving payo¤s on any
redeemed claims, and depositing new investment projects with banks.
I assume that an agent must always consume before producing again, and that in
period 0 each agent is able to produce. Some fraction M of agents is endowed with
one unit each of indivisible …at money in period 0, and the inventory technology is
such that an agent can not hold more than one unit of …at money or more than one
2
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projects. Claims on banks would then just be priced according to the type of project deposited at
the bank.
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bank claim, and cannot hold a bank claim and …at money simultaneously.
3. FULL INFORMATION
Here, agents are assumed to be able to verify whether or not particular claims
have investment projects backing them and they know whether these projects are
good or bad. In this section, we want to determine the conditions under which
intermediated claims will circulate, and when they will not. I then consider whether
or not …at money can be valued, and if valued …at money can coexist with private
money (circulating intermediated claims).
First, suppose that there are good and bad banks in the steady state. Let Ái denote
the steady state redemption value of a claim to a bank holding type i investment
projects, where i = g; b: Then suppose that xi is the quantity of projects held by the
type i bank in the steady state, and yi is the steady state quantity of investment in
new type i projects. Then in the steady state, the quantity of new investment equals
the quantity of projects that pay o¤ in each period, or ®xi = yi : We also want the
number of outstanding claims on the bank to be constant in the steady state, i.e.
the number of redemptions that occur must equal the quantity of new investment,
yi . Therefore, since Ái is the share in the bank’s current payo¤ of an agent redeeming
their claim, we have
Ái =

®xi Ri
= Ri :
yi

That is, given perfect diversi…cation by banks (on both sides of the balance sheet), in
the steady state the ‡ow of new investment projects into the bank’s portfolio equals
the number of maturing projects. Therefore, since the number of agents redeeming
claims on the bank equals the number of new bank liability holders, the redemption
value of bank claims is equal to the return on a maturing investment project.
Let qi denote the price at which a claim on a type i bank trades in the steady state,
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qm the price of a unit of …at money in terms of consumption goods, Vi the value of
holding a claim on bank i at the end of the period, for i = g; b; Vm the value of holding
…at money, and Vp the value of being a would-be producer (an agent who holds no
asset). Further, ¯ is the fraction of agents who are would-be producers in the steady
state, ¹ is the fraction of agents holding …at money, and ´ is the fraction of agents
holding claims on banks who hold good claims. Then, the Bellman equations for the
consumer’s problem imply
rVi =

¼¯
max [0; u(qi ) + Vp ¡ Vi ]
2
(1 ¡ ¼)
+
fu(Ri ) + max [Vp ¡ Vi ; Vg ¡ °g ¡ Vi ; Vb ¡ °b ¡ Vi ]g ;
2

(1)

for i = g; b;
rVp =

¼(1 ¡ ¯ ¡ ¹)´
max [0; Vg ¡ Vp ¡ qg ]
(2)
2
¼(1 ¡ ¯ ¡ ¹)(1 ¡ ´)
+
max [0; Vb ¡ Vb ¡ qb ]
2
¼¹
max[0; Vm ¡ Vp ¡ qm ] + (1 ¡ ¼) max[0; Vg ¡ Vp ¡ °g ; Vb ¡ Vp ¡ °b ];
+
2
Vm =

¼¯
max [0; u(qm ) + Vp ¡ Vm ] :
2

(3)

In (1), an agent with a bank claim goes to the search sector with probability ¼; and
then meets an agent who is a would-be producer with probability ¯: A necessary
condition for trade to take place in this circumstance is that the agent with the bank
claim wishes to consume and the would-be producer does not; this state occurs with
probability 21 : A claim on a type i bank exchanges for qi goods, and the holder of
the bank claim will trade if the net gain from trade is non-negative at that price
(we describe the game that will determine qi below). With probability 1 ¡ ¼ the

bank claim holder goes to the banking sector. If the agent does not want to consume
(µt = 0) then no action is taken and the agent is still holding the bank claim at the
end of the period. Otherwise, with probability
8

1
2

the agent wants to consume and

redeems the claim for Ri units of consumption, and then must make a decision as
to investing in a good or bad bank, or doing nothing and so becoming a would-be
producer. Equations (2) and (3) can be described similarly.
Steady States Where Fiat Money is not Valued
First consider the case where there is full information and …at money is not valued,
so that qm = ¹ = 0; and note that I am still assuming full information. Here, we want
to derive conditions under which there is strictly positive investment intermediated
by banks, and to determine when claims on banks do not circulate and when they
do.
No Circulating Bank Claims.—
Suppose …rst that neither good nor bad bank claims circulate. In a steady state
equilibrium where there are banks of type i, from (1) we get
Vi =

(1 ¡ ¼)
[u(Ri ) ¡ °i ];
2r

(4)

for i = g; b: To focus on interesting steady state equilibria, for now I will rule out
steady states where claims on banks do not circulate by assuming that, if the bank’s
claims do not circulate, that no agent would invest in the bank, i.e. Vi ¡ °i < 0; or
(1 ¡ ¼)[u(Ri ) ¡ °i ] ¡ 2r°i < 0;

(5)

for i = g; b: Assuming that (5) holds is useful since this implies that intermediation
only takes place if bank claims circulate. Thus, if steady state equilibria exist where
there are banks, then the circulation of claims on banks is necessary to banks’ viability.
In Section 5 I consider an example where (5) is not imposed, so that all cases can be
examined.
Bank Claims Circulate.—
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Now, we will consider steady states where bank claims circulate and …at money is
not valued, so the only “money” in this economy is private money. In order to have
trade between the holders of bank claims and would-be producers, we must have
Vp = Vi ¡ °i ;

(6)

otherwise no agent would want to invest in a bank, given the opportunity, or no
agent would wish to be a would-be producer. Thus, whenever an agent redeems a
bank claim, or arrives in the banking sector as a would-be producer, she is indi¤erent
between investing in the bank and being a would-be producer at the end of the period.
The price qi is determined by a take-it-or-leave-it o¤er made by the holder of the
bank claim. This implies that
Vi ¡ Vp ¡ qi = 0;

(7)

that is, the holder of the bank claim sets qi so that the producer is indi¤erent between
accepting and rejecting the o¤er. Then, (2), (7), and (8) imply that Vp = 0; so that
(6) gives Vi = °i ; and from (7) we have qi = °i : Equation (1) then gives
r°i =

(1 ¡ ¼)
¼¯i
[u(°i ) ¡ °i ] +
[u(Ri ) ¡ °i ] ;
2
2

(8)

where ¯i denotes the fraction of agents in the population who are would-be producers
in the type-i investment-project steady state equilibrium. Now, suppose that there is
a steady state equilibrium where claims on good and bad banks circulate. Then, (8)
must hold for i = g; b; with ¯g = ¯b ; which happens only for a measure-zero region of
the parameter space. We will therefore eliminate this case from consideration.
Next, consider an equilibrium where there are claims circulating only on banks
investing in type i projects. For this equilibrium to exist, we require that it be in the
interest of a holder of a bank claim to be willing to trade with a producer. That is,
u(qi ) + Vp ¡ Vi ¸ 0; or
°i · q^:
10

(9)

Also, it must be in the interest of the holder of a bank claim to redeem the claim
given the opportunity, i.e.
(10)

u(Ri ) ¡ °i ¸ 0:
Given (8) we can solve for ¯i as follows:
¯i =

2r°i ¡ (1 ¡ ¼) [u(Ri ) ¡ °i ]
:
¼ [u(°i ) ¡ °i ]

(11)

For this equilibrium to exist, we need 0 < ¯i < 1: Now, (5) and (9) guarantee that the
numerator and denominator, respectively, on the right-hand side of (11) are positive,
so ¯i > 0: For ¯i < 1 we need, from (11),
(12)

(1 + 2r)°i < (1 ¡ ¼)u(Ri ) + ¼u(°i ):

Finally, for this equilibrium to exist, it cannot be in the interest of any agent to
invest in the other technology, j 6= i: Since there are no banks of type j in existence
in this steady state equilibrium, an agent investing in the type j technology must

do this independently. Letting VI denote the value associated with investing in the
bad technology, and supposing …rst that a claim to this investment project would
circulate, we have
"

#

u(Rj )
¼¯i (1 ¡ ®)
[u(qI ) + Vp ¡ VI ]+¼®(Vp ¡VI )+(1¡¼)®
+ Vp ¡ VI ; (13)
rVI =
2
2
where qI denotes the price at which the claim to the bad investment project would
trade. Since qI is determined by a take-it-or-leave-it o¤er by the holder of the claim
on the project to a would-be producer, we have VI ¡ Vp ¡ qI = 0; or VI = qI : Then,

substituting in (13) we obtain an equation determining qI :

2(r + ®)qI ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)®u(Rj ) = ¼¯i (1 ¡ ®) [u(qI ) ¡ qI ]

(14)

If there is a solution to (14) it is unique. We require that it be in the interest of the
agent with a claim on the investment project to trade at the price qI ; which implies
11

that we must have qI · q^; or using (14),
q^ ¸

(1 ¡ ¼)®u(Rj )
2(r + ®)

(15)

For it not to be in any agent’s interest to invest in a type j investment project, in
this case where the claim to the project could circulate, we must then have VI ¡ °j ·
Vi ¡ °i = 0: But since VI = qI ; this gives qI · °j ; or from (14),

2(r + ®)°j ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)®u(Rj ) ¸ ¼¯i (1 ¡ ®) [u(°j ) ¡ °j ] :

(16)

There are parameter values satisfying (16) if and only if (15) is satis…ed.
Next, consider the case where an agent considers investing in a type j project, but
the claim to the project would not circulate. Then, we have
"

#

u(Rj )
+ Vp ¡ VI ;
rVI = ¼®(Vp ¡ VI ) + (1 ¡ ¼)®
2
and given that Vp = 0 we can solve for VI to get
VI =

(1 ¡ ¼)®u(Rj )
:
2(r + ®)

The incipient price at which a claim to the project would trade is qI = VI ; given a
take-it-or-leave-it o¤er by the holder of the claim to the project. For claims not to
be traded, we require qI = VI > q^; i.e.
q^ <

(1 ¡ ¼)®u(Rj )
;
2(r + ®)

(17)

and for agents to have no interest in investing in a type j project, we require VI · °j ;
or

2(r + ®)°j ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)®u(Rj ) ¸ 0:

(18)

But (9) implies that °j < q^; so that (17) implies that (18) does not hold. Thus, (15)
is necessary for the steady state equilibrium with private money of type i to exist.
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Proposition 1: There exist parameter values for which there are at least two steady
state equilibria. In one of these …at money is not valued and type g private
money circulates, and in the other …at money is not valued and type b private
money circulates.
Proof. Suppose that Rg = Rb and °g = °b : Then,
q^ >

(1 ¡ ¼)u(Rg )
2r + 1 ¡ ¼

(19)

is a necessary condition for (5) and (12) to be satis…ed for i = g; b: We also require
(10), or the su¢cient condition
(20)

u(Rg ) ¡ °g > 0:
Then, if we choose
°g = °b 2

Ã

!

(1 ¡ ¼)u(Rg )
; q^ ;
2r + 1 ¡ ¼

(21)

(5) and (12) are satis…ed for i = g; b: Now, either (15) is not satis…ed for j = g; b;
or it is, but in the second case it is straightforward to show that (16) is satis…ed for
(i; j) = (g; b); (b; g) (this is simply an implication of the fact that any agent would
rather invest in a banking claim than invest independently in the same type of asset).
Therefore, by continuity we can choose (Rg ; Rb ; °g ; °b ) in any neighborhood of the set
described by Rg = Rb ; and satisfying (19)-(21), and the steady state equilibria with
circulating type g and type b monies exist in that neighborhood.2
Proposition 1 makes use of the strategic complementarity inherent in intermediation activity in the model. That is, given the existence banking in the steady state,
any agent would strictly prefer to invest in a perfectly diversi…ed bank rather than invest on her own in a project of the same type, given the stochastic mismatch between
consumption needs and returns on investment projects. Therefore, if all projects
are the same and a steady state equilibrium where private money circulates can be
13

supported, then we can make small changes in the startup costs of investments and
in investment returns, and obtain multiple steady states. Thus, the strategic complementarity inherent in the increasing returns from diversi…cation in intermediation
can lead to multiple steady states. If agents coordinate on banks with bad (good)
investment projects, it may be in no agent’s interest to invest in a good (bad) project.
Suppose that we use the mean level of expected utility in the steady state as a
welfare measure. That is, welfare in a banking steady state where all banks are of
type i is given by
W = ¯i Vp + (1 ¡ ¯i )Vi = (1 ¡ ¯i )°i ;
where ¯i is de…ned by (11). Since °g > °b ; the holders of bank claims are better o¤ in
the steady state with good banks than in the steady state with bad banks. Would-be
producers are indi¤erent between the two steady states, as Vp = 0 in either case.
However, in general ¯g 6= ¯b ; and given the assumptions we have made thus far, we
could have ¯g · ¯b or ¯g > ¯b : Our interest is in the case where (1¡¯g )°g > (1¡¯b )°b ;

since this de…nes a steady state equilibrium with type g private money as “good.”
Using (11), we get
)

(

¼ [u(°g ) ¡ °g ] ¡ 2r°g + (1 ¡ ¼) [u(Rg ) ¡ °g ]
°g
¼ [u(°g ) ¡ °g ]
(
)
¼ [u(°b ) ¡ °b ] ¡ 2r°b + (1 ¡ ¼) [u(Rb ) ¡ °b ]
¸ °b
;
¼ [u(°b ) ¡ °b ]

(22)

and we will assume in what follows that (22) holds. Given (22) and Proposition 1,
there exist parameter values such that steady state equilibria with good and bad
private money exist, and the good private money steady state dominates in welfare
terms.
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Steady States with Valued Fiat Money
Now, consider steady state equilibria where qm > 0 and ¹ > 0: There are potentially
four types of these steady state equilibria with valued …at money: there is strictly
positive investment but private money does not circulate; private money circulates;
and investment is zero.
First, considering steady states with valued …at money and positive investment
where private money does not circulate, (4) determines the value of a claim on a
bank of type i: We must have Vi ¡ °i ¸ 0; and for …at money to be valued, agents
with …at money must be able to trade with would-be producers. But from (2) we
have Vp = 0; so to guarantee that agents will choose to be would-be producers, we
must have Vi ¡ °i = 0: But then this steady state equilibrium exists only as a hairline
case, and we can ignore it.

Next, consider a money and banking steady state where banks hold investment
projects of type i: Here, Vi = °i and Vp = 0 as in the banking steady state analyzed
in the previous section, and ¯ = ¯i as determined in (11). The price of …at money in
terms of consumption goods is determined by a take-it-or-leave-it o¤er made by a …at
money-holder when she meets a would-be producer who does not want to consume,
that is Vm ¡ Vp ¡ qm = 0; or Vm = qm : Then, from (3), qm is determined by
rqm =

¯i ¼
[u(qm ) ¡ qm ];
2

(23)

and (23) has a unique solution for qm ; with qm < q^; so that it will be in the interest
of the …at money-holder to trade given the price determined by the take-it-or-leave-it
o¤er. The conditions for existence of this steady state equilibrium are the same as
for the steady state equilibrium with private money and qm = 0, except that we now
require ¯i < 1 ¡ ¹; so that (12) is altered to
2r°i ¡ (1 ¡ ¼) [u(Ri ) ¡ °i ] < (1 ¡ ¹)¼ [u(°i ) ¡ °i ] :
15

(24)

Therefore, if this steady state equilibrium exists, the steady state equilibrium with
type i private money and qm = 0 exists, but we can always make ¹ su¢ciently large
that (24) will not hold, since the left-hand side of (24) must be positive for the steady
state equilibrium to exist, and the right-hand side is decreasing in ¹ and equal to
zero when ¹ = 1: Thus, if the quantity of …at money in existence is su¢ciently large,
it can drive out private money.
Welfare in the money and banking equilibrium is given by
W = ¯Vp + (1 ¡ ¯ ¡ ¹)Vi + ¹Vm = (1 ¡ ¯ ¡ ¹)°i + ¹qm ;
so that money improves welfare (i.e. W is strictly increasing in ¹) if and only if
qm > °i ; since qm does not depend on ¹: From (11) and (23), qm > °i if and only if
u(Ri ) ¡ °i < 0: But if the steady state equilibrium with private money and qm > 0

exists, then u(Ri )¡°i > 0; from (10). Therefore, the introduction of …at money cannot
increase welfare if …at money coexists with circulating bank claims. This is because
…at money simply crowds out bank claims one-for-one, and bank claims are superior
to …at money if they circulate. That is, …at money does not have better properties
than private bank claims as a medium of exchange, but private bank claims have
the advantage that they permit welfare-enhancing production. Of course, investment
projects may be too costly to …nance, in which case, if °i ¸ q^; then u(°i ) ¡ °i · 0;
and steady state equilibria with private money do not exist.

This result contrasts in an interesting way with results from commodity money
economies (e.g. Burdett, Trejos, and Wright 1998). Here, the introduction of …at
money can be a bad thing because it crowds out private money and eliminates productive intermediation. In commodity money models, which can be considered private money models, it is typically the case that replacing commodity money with …at
money is a good thing. This is because …at money eliminates the cost of producing
the private money, and frees up commodities for consumption purposes.
16

Note that the fact that there may be a coordination problem in banking need not
imply a role for …at money. That is, even if two steady states exist, introducing …at
money will decrease welfare in either steady state. While one type of private money
may be preferred to another, bad private money is preferred to …at money.
The remaining steady state equilibrium to consider is the one where there is valued
…at money and no investment. Here, Vp = ¹ ¼2 (Vm ¡ Vp ¡ qm ) = 0; since qm is

determined by a take-it-or-leave-it o¤er by the holder of …at money to the would-be
producer. We then have Vm = qm ; and qm is determined by
rqm =

(1 ¡ ¹)¼
[u(qm ) ¡ qm ];
2

(25)

so that there is a unique solution for qm ; with qm < q^; and the holder of …at money
is then willing to trade at this price. For this to be an equilibrium, it must be the
case that agents do not wish to use either investment technology. As for the private
money equilibria discussed in the previous section, we need only consider the case
where a claim to an investment project would circulate if such an investment project
were undertaken. The value of investing in technology i; supposing that the claim to
the technology is tradeable at price qi , is denoted VIi ; which is determined by
"

#

i
u(Ri )
¼(1 ¡ ¹)(1 ¡ ®) h
u(qi ) + Vp ¡ VIi +¼®(Vp ¡VIi )+(1¡¼)®
+ Vp ¡ VIi :
rVIi =
2
2

Then, given that qi is determined by a take-it-or-leave-it o¤er by the owner of the
claim to the project, we have VIi = qi ; and substituting for Vp and VIi in the above
equation, we obtain an equation solving for qi ; that is
h

i

2(r + ®)qIi ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)®u(Rb ) = ¼(1 ¡ ¹)(1 ¡ ®) u(qIi ) ¡ qIi ;
and we require that qIi · q^ in order for this to be consistent with the claim circulating,
i.e.

q^ ¸

(1 ¡ ¼)®u(Ri )
:
2(r + ®)
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(26)

For it not to be in the interest of an agent to invest, we require
2(r + ®)°i ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)®u(Ri ) ¸ ¼(1 ¡ ¹)(1 ¡ ®) [u(°i ) ¡ °i ] :

(27)

What we have shown is that, with full information, the only case that can be made
for the introduction of …at money is that steady state equilibrium would otherwise
not exist, for example if the costs of investment are too high, or if there exists a steady
state equilibrium with private money and an equilibrium with valued …at money and
no investment, and the second equilibrium dominates the …rst in terms of welfare. In
Section 5 I explore this further by way of example.
4. PRIVATE INFORMATION
Private information frictions are often given as a rationale for the introduction
of government-supplied …at money, and for legal restrictions on the issue of private
money, so it is useful to consider such frictions here. I will suppose that there is
private information about the quality of investment projects. In particular, an agent
accepting a banking claim does not know the quality of the investment projects in the
bank’s portfolio, or the number of projects the bank is holding. However, everyone
is able to detect the di¤erence between a claim on a bank with no projects in its
portfolio (a claim which is costless to create and therefore worthless) and a claim
on a bank having a positive number of projects. Further, when an agent makes a
deposit of an investment project in a bank, we assume that she knows the type of all
the other projects the bank is holding in its portfolio.3
As in the full information case, I consider steady states where claims on banks
circulate. Given the information structure, all such claims must trade at the same
3

There is a potential problem here, in that an agent might be a would-be producer and be o¤ered

a claim on a bank for which she knows the quality of the portfolio, as she previously deposited in
the same bank. However, we can easily rig the environment so that this possibility is ruled out, with
the analysis going through in exactly the same way.
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price, q: Notation will be the same as in the previous section, except that we need
to allow for the fact that an agent may produce in exchange for a note of unknown
quality, in which case we let Vu denote its value. Also, ´ (1 ¡ ´) will denote the
probability that such a note is a claim on a good (bad) bank, where 0 · ´ · 1: The
Bellman equations from the agent’s dynamic optimization problem give
rVi =

¼¯
max [0; u(q) + Vp ¡ Vi ]
2
(1 ¡ ¼)
+
fu(Ri ) + max [Vp ¡ Vi ; Vg ¡ °g ¡ Vi ; Vb ¡ °b ¡ Vi ]g ;
2

(28)

for i = g; b;
rVp =

¼(1 ¡ ¯ ¡ ¹)
max [0; Vu ¡ Vp ¡ q]
(29)
2
¼¹
max[0; Vm ¡ Vp ¡ qm ] + (1 ¡ ¼) max[0; Vg ¡ Vp ¡ °g ; Vb ¡ Vp ¡ °b ];
+
2
¼¯
Vm =
max [0; u(qm ) + Vp ¡ Vm ] :
(30)
2
Vu =

¼¯
max[0; u(q) + Vp ¡ Vu ]
2
8

(31)
9
>
=

>
´u(Rg ) + (1 ¡ ´)u(Rb )
(1 ¡ ¼) <
+
>
2
: + max [Vp ¡ Vi ; Vg ¡ °g ¡ Vi ; Vb ¡ °b ¡ Vi ] >
;

Steady States with Strictly Positive Investment

First consider the steady state equilibria where …at money is not valued. As before,
we will consider only those steady state equilibria where private money circulates.
Again, this implies that Vi ¡ °i = Vp if there are type i banks in the steady state, and
given take-it-or-leave-it o¤ers by holders of bank claims to would-be producers, (29)
implies that Vp = 0; so that Vi = °i if there are type i banks.
Suppose …rst that there are both good and bad banks in the steady state. Then,
equation (28) gives
r(°g ¡ °b ) =

¼¯
(1 ¡ ¼)
(°b ¡ °g ) +
[u(Rg ) ¡ u(Rb ) ¡ °g + °b ] ;
2
2
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(32)

which is satis…ed only for a measure zero subset of the parameter space, so I will
ignore this case.
The other two cases, where there are only good banks, or only bad banks, are
identical to the steady states studied in the full information case, except that there
are di¤erent incentives for agents to invest in the technology not used by banks in
equilibrium. That is, if there are only type i banks in the steady state, an agent
contemplating investing in the alternative technology knows that the claim to this
project cannot be distinguished from a claim on a type i bank. Letting VIj denote
the value of investing in an investment project of type j 6= i; we have
rVIj =

i
¼¯i (1 ¡ ®) h
u(q) + Vp ¡ VIj
2
#
"
u(Rj )
j
j
+ Vp ¡ VI ;
+¼®(Vp ¡ VI ) + (1 ¡ ¼)®
2

(33)

where ¯i is determined by (11). Now, we require that VIj ¡ °j · 0 in the steady state
or, given that q = °i and Vp = 0 from (33) we have

2(r + ®)°j ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)®u(Rj ) ¸ ¼¯i (1 ¡ ®)[u(°i ) ¡ °j ];

(34)

for j 6= i: Now, compare (34) with (16). For i = g and j = b the left-hand sides
of (16) and (34) are identical, but the right-hand side of (34) is greater than the

right-hand side of (16). For i = b and j = g; the left-hand sides of (16) and (34) are
identical, and the right-hand side of (34) is less than the right-hand side of (16). Thus,
private information is favorable to bad banks, but unfavorable to good banks, as one
might anticipate. In other words, if the full information steady state equilibrium with
bad private money exists, then so does the private information steady state with bad
private money. If the private information steady state with good private money exists
then so does the full information steady state with good private money.
Further, it is straightforward to show, given (16) and (34), that if full information
steady state equilibria with good private money and with bad private money exist,
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then with private information the good private money equilibrium may not exist.
Therefore, there are conditions under which private information leads to a standard
lemons problem, in that the steady state equilibrium with private money and highest
welfare ceases to exist due to the private information friction and the only private
money steady state is one with bad banks.
Valued Fiat Money
The analysis of steady states with valued …at money is identical to that for full
information. As was the case there, …at money cannot increase welfare as long as
it coexists with circulating bank claims. The introduction of …at money simply displaces an equal quantity of private money, and the net productive bene…t of …nancial
intermediation is lost. Thus, in spite of the fact that there can be bad outcomes in
banking and the creation of private money due to strategic complementarities and
private information frictions, …at money may not be able to achieve better outcomes.
The introduction of …at money can permit the existence of preferred steady states
only if steady states with private money do not exist, or if in steady states with private
money the private sector produces a su¢ciently suboptimal quantity of circulating
media of exchange. However, any steady where …at money improves welfare will have
the property that there is no circulating private money.
5. AN EXAMPLE: ONE PROJECT TYPE AND PIECEWISE-LINEAR
UTILITY
In this section, we consider a tractable example where we can consider in more
detail the characterization of steady state equilibria and the evaluation of welfare
across equilibria. Since there is never more than one investment technology used
in the steady state, it is convenient to assume here that only one such technology
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exists, and thus eliminate the complicated issue of existence of equilibrium when there
are two investment technologies. We suppose that the single investment technology
requires ° units of the consumption good to fund, and that it pays o¤ R = ·° units,
where · > 1:
The major simpli…cation is to assume that the utility function takes the form
u(q) = ±1 q; for 0 · q · q¤
u(q) = ±1 q ¤ + ±2 (q ¡ q ¤ ); for q ¸ q ¤ ;
where 0 < ±2 < 1 < ±1 and q¤ > 0: Thus, u(c) is piecewise linear, and the function
u(q) ¡ q is tent-shaped. We then have
q^ =

(±1 ¡ ±2 )q¤
:
1 ¡ ±2

(35)

There will be three relevant cases to consider, which di¤er according to whether °
and ·° are less than or greater than q ¤ :
Case 1: 0 < ° < q ¤ ; 0 < ·° · q ¤
Suppose that …at money is not valued, and consider a steady state equilibrium
where claims on banks do not circulate. Then, from (5); such a steady state equilibrium exists if and only if
2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)(±1 · ¡ 1) · 0:

(36)

Alternatively, suppose a steady state where …at money is not valued and private
money circulates. Then, given the restrictions we have assumed on parameters, the
counterparts of (9) and (10) hold. Solving for ¯ as in (11), we have
2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)(±1 · ¡ 1)
;
¼(±1 ¡ 1)

(37)

2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)(±1 · ¡ 1) > 0;

(38)

¯=
and for 0 < ¯ < 1 we require
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and
2r ¡ ±1 [(1 ¡ ¼)· + ¼] ¡ 1 < 0:

(39)

Here, since we have only one type of investment project, we do not need to include
conditions guaranteeing that the other type of project is not used in equilibrium.
Now, suppose …at money is valued, and private money circulates in the steady state.
Then ¯ is determined by (37) as before, and the price of …at money is determined by
(23). For a solution, we must have qm ¸ q ¤ ; and (23) gives
qm =

¯¼(±1 ¡ ±2 )q ¤
:
2r + ¯¼(1 ¡ ±2 )

(40)

But then from (37) and (40), qm ¸ q ¤ implies that
¡(1 ¡ ¼)(±1 · ¡ 1) ¸ 0;
which does not hold, since ±1 > 1 and · > 1: Therefore, in this case there is a steady
state equilibrium where private money does not circulate if (36) holds, a steady state
where private money circulates if (38) and (39) hold, and there is no steady state
equilibrium where …at money is valued and private money circulates.
Now, suppose that there is no private banking in the steady state, but …at money
is valued. Then from (25), we get
qm =

(1 ¡ ¹)¼(±1 ¡ ±2 )q ¤
;
2r + (1 ¡ ¹)¼(1 ¡ ±2 )

(41)

and we require that (41) solve for qm ¸ q ¤ ; which implies that
¹·1¡

2r
:
¼(±1 ¡ 1)

(42)

Therefore, since ¹ must be strictly positive in this steady state equilibrium, a necessary condition for existence of this steady state is
2r ¡ ¼(±1 ¡ 1) < 0:
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(43)

Further, in this equilibrium, agents must not have an incentive to invest independently
or, from (27),
2(r + ®) ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)®±1 · ¡ ¼(1 ¡ ¹)(1 ¡ ®)(±1 ¡ 1) ¸ 0:

(44)

Now, suppose that …at money is valued and there is private banking, but private
money does not circulate. Then condition (36) must hold, and the fact that private
money circulates implies that Vp = V ¡°; where V is the value associated with holding
a claim on a bank. But (2) implies that Vp = 0 (would-be producers get no surplus

from trading with money-holders given take-it-or-leave-it o¤ers) and V ¡ ° = 0 only

when (36) holds with equality, which is a hairline case. Thus, in general, …at money
is not valued in case 1.
Case 2: 0 < ° · q ¤ ; ·° > q ¤
As for the previous case, we …rst suppose that there is positive investment in the
steady state, but claims on banks do not circulate. Then, from (5); the steady state
equilibrium exists if and only if
2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)[(±1 ¡ ±2 )

q¤
+ ±2 · ¡ 1] · 0:
°

(45)

Next, suppose that there is positive investment in the steady state and private money
circulates. Then, following the same steps as in case 1, we have
¯=

h

¤

2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼) (±1 ¡ ±2 ) q° + ±2 · ¡ 1
¼(±1 ¡ 1)

i

;

(46)

and a steady state equilibrium exists if and only if
q¤
+ ±2 · ¡ 1] > 0;
°

(47)

q¤
+ ±2 · ¡ 1] ¡ ¼(±1 ¡ 1) < 0:
°

(48)

2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)[(±1 ¡ ±2 )
and
2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)[(±1 ¡ ±2 )
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In a steady state equilibrium where private money circulates and …at money is valued,
¯ is determined by (46) and qm is determined by (40). Therefore, similar to case 1,
this steady state equilibrium exists if and only if
q¤
¡(1 ¡ ¼)[(±1 ¡ ±2 ) + ±2 · ¡ 1] ¸ 0;
°

(49)

which does not hold, since q ¤ ¸ ° and ·° > q ¤ : Therefore, this steady state equi-

librium does not exist. Following similar arguments to case 1, a steady state with
banking where private money does not circulate and …at money is valued also does
not exist. The analysis of the steady state where …at money is valued and there is no
investment is identical to case 1, except that we replace (44) with
#

"

q¤
2(r + ®) ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)® (±1 ¡ ±2 ) + ±2 · ¡ ¼(1 ¡ ¹)(1 ¡ ®)(±1 ¡ 1) ¸ 0:
°

(50)

Case 3: ° ¸ q ¤ ; ·° > q ¤
Here, in a steady state equilibrium with positive investment and non-circulating
claims on banks, the results are identical to case 2, i.e. this steady state exists if and
only if (45) holds. In a steady state equilibrium where …at money is not valued and
private money circulates, we obtain
¯=

h

¤

i

2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼) (±1 ¡ ±2 ) q° + ±2 · ¡ 1
h

¤

¼ (±1 ¡ ±2 ) q° + ±2 ¡ 1

and a steady state equilibrium exists if and only if
2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)[(±1 ¡ ±2 )
and

i

(51)

q¤
+ ±2 · ¡ 1] > 0;
°
"

(52)
#

q¤
q¤
2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)[(±1 ¡ ±2 ) + ±2 · ¡ 1] ¡ ¼ (±1 ¡ ±2 ) + ±2 ¡ 1 < 0:
°
°

(53)

Next, suppose that there is a steady state equilibrium where …at money is valued and
private money circulates. Then ¯ is determined by (51) and we can solve for qm using
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(40) to get
qm =

¯¼(±1 ¡ ±2 )q ¤
:
2r + ¯¼(1 ¡ ±2 )

(54)

Since we require qm ¸ q ¤ ; we must then have, from (51) and (54),
"

#

q¤
q¤
2r(±1 ¡ ±2 )(1 ¡ ) ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)(±1 ¡ 1) (±1 ¡ ±2 ) + ±2 · ¡ 1 ¸ 0:
°
°

(55)

Further, for the equilibrium to exist, we must have ¯ < 1 ¡ ¹; i.e. the fraction of
private-money-holders in the population must be strictly positive, so from (51),
"

#

q¤
q¤
2r ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)[(±1 ¡ ±2 ) + ±2 · ¡ 1] ¡ ¼(1 ¡ ¹) (±1 ¡ ±2 ) + ±2 ¡ 1 < 0:
°
°

(56)

Now, suppose that there exists a steady state equilibrium where private money circulates. Therefore, (52) and (53) hold. Then, we can always choose ¹ to be su¢ciently
small so that (56) holds. However, if ° is su¢ciently close to q ¤ ; then (55) will not
hold, and the steady state with valued …at money and circulating private money does
not exist. If ° is su¢ciently close to q^; then from (35) and (52), (55) holds. A necessary condition for existence of the steady state equilibrium where private money
circulates and …at money is valued is that the steady state equilibrium with circulating private money exist. However, if the steady state equilibrium with circulating
private money exists, there may or may not exist a steady state equilibrium where
there is circulating private money and valued …at money.
As in the previous two cases, there is no steady state equilibrium with valued …at
money, positive investment, and non-circulating claims on banks. The analysis of the
steady state where …at money is valued but investment is zero is identical to cases 1
and 2, except that the counterpart of conditions (44) and (49) is
"

#

"

#

q¤
q¤
2(r + ®) ¡ (1 ¡ ¼)® (±1 ¡ ±2 ) + ±2 · ¡ ¼(1 ¡ ¹)(1 ¡ ®) (±1 ¡ ±2 ) + ±2 ¡ 1 ¸ 0:
°
°
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Numerical Example
For illustration, consider an example where we …x parameter values, excluding r
and °; and then determine the regions of the parameter space for which particular
equilibria exist. We choose parameters arbirtrarily as follows: ±1 = 2; ±2 = 0; ¼ = :5;
q ¤ = 1; and ® = :5: The choice of · will then be irrelevant (given that ±2 = 0) and
from (35) we have q^ = 2: We will consider case 3, which has the richest possibilities
in terms of equilibria. Figure 1 shows, in (r; °) space, how the parameter space is
subdivided, according to which equilibria exist.
In Figure 1, aa is determined by (53) with equality, bb is determined by (52) with
equality, cc is determined by (56) with equality and ¹ = :25; and dd is determined
by (43) with equality. Let equilibrium 1 denote the steady state equilibrium where
there is strictly positive investment, …at money is not valued, and private money does
not circulate, equilibrium 2 the steady state where private money circulates and …at
money is not valued, equilibrium 3 the steady state where private money circulates
and …at money is valued, and equilibrium 4 the steady state with zero investment
where …at money is valued. The parameter space is then subdivided as follows:
² Region A: Zero investment and …at money is not valued.
² Region B: Equilibria 2,3.
² Region C: Equilibrium 2.
² Region D: Equilibrium 1.
² Region E: Equilibria 1 and 4.
² Region F : Equilibria 2 and 4.
² Region G: Equilibria 2, 3, and 4.
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Fig. 1.
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² Region H: Equilibrium 4.
Welfare
As in the general case, steady state equilibria where …at money is valued and private
money circulates are always dominated in welfare terms by the steady state where
…at money is not valued and private money circulates. Thus, the key welfare issue is
how steady state equilibria with circulating private money and a price of zero for …at
money compare to steady state equilibria where private money does not circulate and
…at money is valued. First, note in the numerical example above that, with reference
to Figure 1, in regions B and C private money circulates but no equilibrium exists
with valued …at money where private money does not circulate. Second, in regions E
and H; private money does not circulate but there exists a steady state equilibrium
with valued …at money. That is, given the cost of starting an investment project, °;
the discount rate may be su¢ciently large that the net gain from trading …at money
for goods is insu¢cient to support an equilibrium with valued …at money (regions B
and C): As well, given the discount rate, the startup cost of an investment project
may be low enough, implying a high rate of return on investment, that agents will
never trade away claims on banks in spite of the fact that …at money may trade
at a positive price (region E): Further, if the startup cost of an investment project
is su¢ciently high, then there is no investment, but …at money may be valued in
equilibrium (region H):
The regions where we can compare welfare in equilibria where exchange is supported
either by …at money or by private money, but not both, are regions F and G: Here,
it is straightforward to show, given the numerical example above, that there exist
cases where the private money equilibrium dominates the …at money equilibrium,
and where the reverse holds.
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6. CONCLUSION
A matching model was constructed which permits banking arrangements and circulating private money. Through diversi…cation, banking mitigates the mismatch between the times at which investment projects pay o¤ and the times at which agents
wish to consume, and claims on banks can be used as media of exchange.
Relative to a …at money system, a private money system has two problems in this
model. First, there can be a coordination problem, in that there may exist multiple
steady states which can be ranked in terms of welfare. In the “good” steady state,
the investment projects held by banks are more productive than in the “bad” steady
state. Second, there can be private information concerning the quality of assets in
banks’ portfolios, which can give rise to a lemons problem. For example, with full
information there may exist two steady states with banks. In one steady state there
are only good banks and in the other only bad banks. However, given the same
parameter values and private information, the steady state with bad banks exists but
the steady state with good banks may not.
In spite of these problems with private money systems, it need not be the case that
the introduction of …at money can improve matters. In fact, there exists the possibility that …at money can only decrease welfare. In any steady state with circulating
private money and valued …at money, private media of exchange are displaced onefor-one by …at money. Welfare declines as the quantity of …at money increases, due
to the fact that private money is backed by productive assets. There is the potential
that the introduction of …at money can increase welfare, but only if the quantity of
private money produced is su¢ciently suboptimal. Further, the steady state with
highest welfare is either one with private money only, or with …at money only; steady
states where private money and …at money serve as media of exchange are always
dominated in welfare terms.
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Simply stated, the conclusion of this paper is that private monetary arrangements
allow for the intermediation of investment, while …at money systems do not, so that
private money is superior. This result can hold up even if there are frictions in the
functioning of the private banking system, so the case for restrictions on private money
issue is not compelling. There are other good reasons for permitting private money
issue that we have not explored here, for example the fact that private money systems
can be self-regulating in supplying an “elastic currency” in the face if cyclical shocks
(see Sargent and Wallace 1982 and Champ, Smith and Williamson 1996). These
issues certainly seem worthy of more research.
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